In 2019...

- **3,160** Edmond residents received mental health services and/or substance misuse treatment
- **5,274** Edmond youth had experiences involving leadership and character development
- **1,211** Edmond seniors and disabled adults were provided with care, support and enrichment activities
- **1,918** Edmond residents were provided with healthcare services like dental, hearing, pediatric, obstetric and vision care
- **616** Edmond residents received shelter, food and/or material goods

**All 56** United Way of Central Oklahoma Partner Agencies serve Edmond residents

**1 in 6** Edmond residents are touched by a UWCO Partner Agency in their lifetime

Our Mission: Connecting people and resources to improve the well-being of those in our community.

Our Vision: A stronger, healthier and more compassionate community.

Donate Now at unitedwayokc.org